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A FRESH YORK TIMES BESTSELLERInspiring Story of How Brokenness Leads to Bold FaithJesus
guarantees peace and trouble for his fans. But the majority of us accept the peace and are
confused and angry when adversity comes our way.--Jefferson Bethke, New York Times
bestselling writer of Jesus >--Annie Downs, writer of Let's All Be Brave Readers take the journey
from broken to bold with her and figure out how to surrender their lives to the King who was simply
wrecked with the person. It wasn't until God wrecked her life that she uncovered the glory of
renewal through Jesus Christ and that wreckage could be sacred instead of
scarring.Endorsements"Mo reminds us that brokenness is in fact the place God meets us the most,
and where we are able to find Jesus like never before."All-American soccer star Mo Isom knows the
struggle firsthand. Religious beliefs "Everyone who accumulates this book will be challenged,
entertained, and more connected with God by reading it." While her life seemed like successful, she
was battling an consuming disorder, the suicide of her father, and a horrific car crash.
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Will your child be broken or bold? I sincerely believe most every mom of any pre teen, teen, or
young adult will pause, as they read Mo's tale, and consider how their very own daughter or son
views so much of the world around them, the world of their home, and most importantly, the world
within their own mind and heart based on the daily problems of growing up. If you ever wonder if
your son or daughter feels broken or bold, this book can begin a conversation that could move you
right into a far more intimate and insightful relationship with your child than you thought feasible.
Transperancey and honesty that's so needed in todays world A very important factor we overall
lack in today's world is definitely transperancey and honesty. Hardly ever do people talk about their
messy, but instead we are hard once we can to seem smiling, polished and perfect to the exterior
world. Mo's debut publication destroys that facade and provides transperancey, honesty and a
message so desperately needed in todays world, God wants your broken, your messy, your
discomfort. To ever discover her speaking live would have to be a wonderful knowledge. The fight, I
fight it. Thank you Mo, for wearing down walls and posting your honest story with us all. If even
more Christian women dared to end up being bold, like Isom, and honestly shared their lives, the
ugly parts and the quite parts, then your reach the church could have would be unimaginable.He
wants you, just when you are. I recommend Mo's book to anyone out generally there and can
guarantee, irrespective of where you are in existence, this publication is for you personally and
provides something for you. You won't end up being disappointed and you also wont walk away
unchanged. This book digs deep in to the places we think aren't seen.!!..! Mo is indeed raw and
actual and unashamed to unveil her struggles so that others can be motivated and empowered to
end up being free in Christ. OH MY GOODNESS! Simply finished listening to Wreck MY ENTIRE LIFE
on audiobook! I actually would think I'd go through a bit at a time and couldn't place it down until at
least the finish of the chapter I was in. and, what woman can't relate to pressures of the world?!
Her book is a great story of most that God has trained her through some a down economy.
What's super awesome in so many ways is that it will be her tone of voice I hear as I absorb such
natural truth.!. I couldn't put the reserve down. I anticipate heading back through and reading every
tender term of her publication this weekend. I would recommend that should you haven't listened to
her audio book .Many thanks Mo for the present of your testimony. So much of my tale is usually
woven in your words and phrases. The hurt, I understand it. Recommend for anyone struggling with
identification and purpose.. It's so real and relevant for therefore most of us. Your interest, honesty
and transparency is so needed in this damaged world.MANY THANKS THANK YOU THANK YOU
THANK YOU!!!.! Honest, straightforward testimony - begin to finish Mo Isom is an amazing person,
writer, and sister in Christ. This needed taken quite some effort to write all of this down regarding
the ups and downs of her life, including several major existence changing event. Her composing
style makes this a page turner.! Her perspective on what God is involved in her (our) live(s) is an eye
opener.. Great Testimony I had the privilege to listen to Mo speak a while back. You'll find nothing
like having Mo along for your ride to and from work reading heartfelt truth from her tale. Well worth
enough time I spent reading it & I recommend it to anyone going through tough times,or struggling
with their faith. :/ Four Stars great story Incredibly highly effective and unashamedly real An
unbelievable testimony of how God may take the darkest occasions inside our lives and use them
for His glory. It will talk with christian and non-christian as well. I literally read this publication in two
days.... MUST READ! I would recommend this book to pretty much anyone. and This is such a
fantastic read;! Mo hit a winning objective when she composed her like story with this Heavenly
Dad.Sharing her darkest moments with the world had taken immense bravery, but so many of
God's daughters can relate to her story. Mo's journey is powerful and her writing is so perfectly
written the web pages almost turn on their own. I am recommending and sharing this publication



with every female I understand and love! Great Read and STRONGLY SUGGESTED! Honest and
Raw Testimony! Wow! This publication was such a great read! I possibly could not put it down and
finished it within a day. Mo is so open and honest and raw with her tale and I really like how bold
and truthful it is shown in the pages.really worth every penny you'll devote to it This is such an
excellent read; She does an excellent work of linking her faith to the events that have occurred in
her existence. Incredibly powerful tale and a difficult one to deposit! It was so interesting to read
about all the different seasons/levels of understanding and understanding God, through which God
brought Mo! He is so patient with us! Recommend for anyone fighting identity and purpose Mo's
story is incredible.. Five Stars Amazing book!I had to put the book down several times because the
explanation made me nauseous. This pertains to anyone who is certainly going through a tough
time or has truly gone through tough situations in the past.! Great publication, so honest and raw
Great reserve, so honest and natural.The reason why I didn't give it five stars is because I could did
without so much detail regarding the eating disorder. Couldn't deposit! The confusion, I live it.
Amazing love love love this! Such an amazing testimony of what God did in the life span of Mo. This
publication is a life changer! Five Stars SOO good! Like the honesty. that you Perform IT! totally love
this book totally love this book, I felt like it was written for me, they say we all have a story to tell
but under no circumstances knew our stories could be similar! Well crafted and encouraging!! Like
Mo!!...
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